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Abstract— A high speed analog VLSI Image acquisition and
pre-processing system has been designed and fabricated in a a
0.35 µm standard CMOS process. The chip features a massively
parallel architecture enabling the computation of programmable
low level image processing in each pixel. Extraction of spatial
gradients and convolutions such as Sobel filter or Laplacian
are implemented on the circuit. For this purpose, each pixel
of 35 µm x 35 µm includes a photodiode, an amplifier, two
storage capacitors and an analog arithmetic unit based on a fourquadrants multipliers architecture. The retina provides addressevent coded output on three asynchronous buses, one output is
dedicated to the gradient and both others to the pixel values.
A proof-of-concept chip of 64 x 64 pixels was fabricated. A
dedicated embedded platform including FPGA, ADCs has also
been designed to evaluate the vision chip. Measured results show
that the proposed sensor successfully captures raw images up to
10 000 frames per second and runs low level image processing at
a frame rate comprised 2 000 and 5 000 frames per second.
Index Terms— CMOS Image Sensor, Parallel architecture,
High-speed image processing, Analog arithmetic unit.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

ODAY, improvements continue to be made in the growing digital imaging world with two main image sensor
technologies: the charge coupled devices (CCD) and CMOS
sensors. The continuous advances in CMOS technology for
processors and DRAMs have made CMOS sensor arrays a
viable alternative to the popular CCD sensors. New technologies provide the potential for integrating a significant amount
of VLSI electronics onto a single chip, greatly reducing the
cost, power consumption and size of the camera [1]–[4].
This advantage is especially important for implementing full
image systems requiring significant processing such as digital
cameras and computational sensors [5]–[7].
Most of the work on complex CMOS systems talks about
the integration of sensors providing a processing unit at
chip level (“system-on-chip” approach) or at column level by
integrating an array of processing elements dedicated to one
or more columns [8]–[11]. Indeed, pixel-level processing is
generally dismissed because pixel sizes are often too large
to be of practical use. However, as CMOS image sensors
scale to 0.18 µm processes and below, integrating a processing
element at each pixel or group of neighboring pixels becomes
feasible. More significantly, employing a processing element
per pixel offers the opportunity to achieve massively parallel
computations and thus the ability to exploit the high speed
imaging capability of CMOS image sensors [12]–[15]. This
also benefits the implementation of new complex applications
at standard rates and improves the performance of existing
video applications such as motion vector estimation [16]–[18],

multiple capture with dynamic range [19]–[21], motion capture
[22], pattern recognition [23].
As integrated circuits keep scaling down following the
Moore’s Law, recent trends show significant papers talking
about the design of digital pixels [24]–[27] taking advantage
of the increasing number of available transistors at the pixel
to perform analog to digital conversion. This trend is mainly
motivated by the significant advantages of pixel-level A/D
conversion such as high SNR, lower power consumption,
very low speeds of conversions, ... Nevertheless, the resulting
implementations of in-pixel ADC are rather area consuming,
strongly restricting the image processing capability of CMOS
sensors.
In this paper, we discuss hardware implementation issues of
a high speed CMOS imaging system embedding low level image processing. For this purpose, we designed, fabricated and
tested a proof-of-concept 64 × 64 pixel CMOS analog sensor
with per-pixel programmable processing element in a standard
0.35 µm double-poly quadruple-metal CMOS technology. The
main objectives of our design are: (1) to evaluate the speed of
the sensor, and, in particular, to reach a 10 000 frames/s rate,
(2) to demonstrate a versatile and programmable processing
unit at pixel-level, (3) to provide a original platform dedicated
to embedded image processing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The section
II is dedicated to the description of the operational principle
at pixel-level in the sensor. The main characteristics of the
sensor architecture are described in the section III. The section
IV talks about the design of the circuit. The details of the
photodiode structure, the embedded analog memories, and
the arithmetic unit are successively described. Finally, some
experimental results of high speed image acquisition with
processing at pixel-level are presented in the last section of
this paper.
II. E MBEDDED A LGORITHMS AT P IXEL L EVEL
In a traditional point of view, a CMOS sensor can be seen as
an array of independent pixels, each including a photodetector
(PD) and a processing element (PE) built upon few transistors.
Existing works on analog pixel-level image processing can be
classified into two main categories. The first one is intrapixel,
in which processing is performed on the individual pixels in
order to improve image quality, such as the classical Active
Pixel Sensor or APS [8], [28], as shown on the Fig. 1(a).
The second category is interpixel, where the processing
is dedicated to groups of pixels in order to perform some
early vision processing and not merely to capture images.
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The transistors, which take place around the photo-detector,
can be seen as a real on-chip analog signal processor which
improves the functionality of the sensor. This typically allows
local and/or global pixel calculations. Our work takes place
in this second category because our main objective is the
implementation of various in-situ image processing using local
neighborhood (such as spatial gradients, Sobel and Laplacian
operators). Based on this design concept, this obliges to rethink the spatial distribution of the processing resources, so
that each computational unit can easily use a programmable
neighborhood of pixels. Consequently, in our design, each
processing element takes place in the middle of four adjacent
pixels, as shown on the Fig. 1(b). The key of this distribution
of the pixel-level processors is to realize both compactness of
the metal interconnexions with pixels and generality of high
speed processing based on neighborhood of pixels.
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expressed as:
∂V (x, y)
→

=

∂ ξ

∂V (x, y)
∂V (x, y)
cos(β) +
sin(β)
∂x0
∂y 0

where β is the vector’s angle.
A discretization of the Eq. 1 at the pixel-level, according to
the Figure 2, would give:
∂V
→

= (V2 − V4 ) cos(β) + (V1 − V3 ) sin(β)

(2)

∂ ξ
where Vi , i ∈ {1; 4} is the luminance at the pixel i, i.e.,
the photodiode output. In this way, the local derivative in the
→
direction of vector ξ is continuously computed as a linear
combination of two basis functions, the derivatives in the x’
and y’ directions. Using a four-quadrant multiplier [30], [31]
(see section IV-C for details of design and implementation),
the product of the derivatives by a cosine function can be
easily computed. The output product P, as shown on the Fig.
3, is given by:
P = V1 cos(β) + V2 sin(β) − V3 sin(β) − V4 cos(β)

(a)
Fig. 1.

(1)

(3)

(b)

Photosites with (a) intra-pixel and (b) inter-pixel processing

A. Spatial Gradients
The structure of our processing unit is tailor-made for
the computation spatial gradients based on a 4-neighborhood
pixels algorithm, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

Implementation of multipliers at pixel-level

Consequently, the processing element implemented at the
pixel-level carries out a linear combination of the four adjacent
pixels by the four associated weights (coefi , i ∈ {1; 4}). To
evaluate the Eq. 3, the following values have to be given to
the coefficients:


coef 1 coef 2
coef 3 coef 4




=

sin(β)
cos(β)
−sin(β) −cos(β)


(4)

From such a viewpoint, horizontal and vertical gradients can
be straightforwardly evaluated by respectively fixing the value
of β as 0◦ and 90◦ .
B. Sobel operator
Fig. 2.

Evaluation of Spatial Gradients

The main idea for evaluating the spatial gradients [29] is
based on the definition of the first-order derivative
of a 2-D
→
function performed in the vector direction ξ , which can be

The structure of our architecture is also well-adapted to
various algorithms based on convolutions using binary masks
on a neighborhood of pixels. As example, the evaluation of
the Sobel algorithm with our chip leads to the result directly
centered on the photo-sensor and directed along the natural
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axes of the image according to the figure 4(a). In order to
compute the mathematical operation, a 3x3 neighborhood is
applied on the whole image, as described on the Fig. 4(b).

From this 3x3 mask, the following operations can be
extracted according to the principles used previously for the
evaluation of the Sobel operator:
I11
I
4 : 12
I13
I14

= I4 − I5
= I2 − I5
= I6 − I5
= I8 − I5

(8)

The discrete amplitudes of the second-order derivative is
given by: I4 = I11 + I12 + I13 + I14 . This operations can be
carried out in only one retina cycle.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE C HIP A RCHITECTURE
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Array architecture, (b) 3x3 mask used by the four processing
elements

To carry out the discretized derivatives in two dimensions,
along the horizontal and vertical axes, it is necessary to build
two 3x3 matrices called h1 and h2 (see Eq. 5).


−1
h1 =  −2
−1

0
0
0




1
−1 −2 −1
2  h2 =  0
0
0 
1
1
2
1

As in a traditional image sensor, the core of the chip
presented in this paper is constructed of a two-dimensional (2D) pixel array, here of 64 columns and 64 rows with random
pixel ability, and some peripheral circuits. It contains about
160 000 transistors on a 3.675 mm × 3.775 mm die. The full
layout of the retina is depicted in Fig. 5 and the main chip
characteristics are listed in Table I.

(5)

Within the four processing elements numbered from 1 to 4,
as shown on the Fig. 4(a), four 2x2 masks act locally on the
image. According to the Eq. 5, this allows the evaluation of
the following series of operations:
I11
I12
h1 :
I13
I14

I21
= −(I1 + I4 )
I22
= +(I3 + I6 )
h :
= +(I6 + I9 ) 2 I23
I24
= −(I4 + I7 )

= −(I1 + I2 )
= −(I2 + I3 )
= +(I8 + I9 )
= +(I7 + I8 )

(6)

with the values I1k and I2k provided by the processing
element (k). Then, from these trivial operations, the discrete
amplitudes of the derivatives along the vertical axis (Ih1 =
I11 +I12 +I13 +I14 ) and the horizontal axis (Ih2 = I21 +I22 +
I23 + I24 ) can be computed. The evaluation of the horizontal
and vertical gradients takes two retina cycles, one for each
gradient1 .
C. Second-order detector: Laplacian
Edge detection based on some second-order derivatives such
as the Laplacian can also be implemented on our architecture.
Unlike spatial gradients previously described, the Laplacian is
a scalar (see Eq. 7) and does not provide any indication about
the edge direction.


0 1 0
(7)
4 =  1 −4 1 
0 1 0
1A

retina cycle is defined as the time spent between two acquisition frames
including thus acquisition and preprocessing of the image.

Fig. 5.

Layout of the full retina

TABLE I
C HIP C HARACTERISTICS
Technology

0.35µm 2-poly 4-metal CMOS

Array size

64 × 64

Chip size

11 mm2

Number of transistors

160 000

Number of transistors / pixel

38

Pixel size

35 µm × 35 µm

Sensor Fill Factor

25 %

Dynamics power consumption

110 mW

Supply voltage

3.3 V

Frame rate

10 000 fps

Each individual pixel contains a photodiode for the lightto-voltage transduction and 38 transistors integrating all the
analog circuitry dedicated to the image processing algorithms.
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This amount of electronics includes a preloading circuit,
two “Analog Memory, Amplifier and Multiplexer” structures
([AM]2 ) and an “Analog Arithmetic Unit” (A2 U) based on a
four-quadrant multiplier architecture. The full pixel size is 35
µm × 35 µm with a 25 % fill factor.
Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the proposed chip. The
architecture of the chip is divided into three main blocks as
in many circuits widely described in the literature. First, the
array of pixels (including photodiodes with their associated
circuitry for performing the analog computation) takes place
at the center. Second, below the chip core are the readout
circuits with the three asynchronous output buses, the first one
is dedicated to the image processing results whereas the two
others provides parallel outputs for full high rate acquisition
of raw images. Finally, the left part of the sensor is dedicated
to a row decoder for addressing the successive rows of pixels.
The pixel values are selected one row at a time and read out
to vertical column buses connected to an output multiplexor.
The chip also contains test structures used for detailed characterization of the photodiodes and processing units. These test
structures can be seen on the bottom left of the chip.

4

low level image processing based on neighborhoods. One of
our main objectives focuses on the optimization of the pixellevel processors mapping in order to facilitate the access to the
values of adjacent pixels. So, an original structure (depicted in
Fig. 1(b)) was choosen. The major advantage of this structure
is the minimization of the length of metal interconnection
between adjacent pixels and the processing units, contributing
1) to a better fill factor and 2) to a higher framerate.
To achieve high-speed performance, one of the key elements
is the photodiodes which should be designed and optimized
carefully. Critical parameters in the design of photodiodes are
the dark current and the spectral response [32] and the shape
of photodiode layout, the structure of the photodiode and the
layout have a significant influence on the performance of the
whole imager [33], [34].
In our chip, photodiodes consist on N-type photodiodes
based on a n+ -type diffusion in a p-type silicon substrate.
The depletion region is formed in the neighborhood of the
photodiode cathode. Optically generated photocarriers diffuse
to neighboring junctions [35]. We have analysed and tested
three photodiodes shapes: the square photodiode classically
used in litterature, the cross shape which is perfectly adapted
to the optimized pixel-level processors mapping and finally,
the octagonal shape based on 45◦ structures.

(a)
Fig. 7.

Fig. 6.

Block diagram of the chip

The operation of the imaging system can be divided into
four phases: reset, integration, image processing and readout.
The reset, integration and pixel-level processing phases all
occur in parallel over the full array of pixels (“snap-shot”
mode) in order to avoid any distorsion due to a row-by-row
reset. The control of the integration time can be supervised
with the global output signal called Out int which provides the
average incidental illumination of the whole matrix of pixels.
So, if the average level of the image is too low, the exposure
time may be increased. On the contrary, if the scene is too
luminous, the integration period may be reduced.
IV. D ESIGN OF THE CIRCUIT

(b)

(c)

(a) Square shape, (b) Cross shape, (c) Octagonal shape

The Fig. 7 illustrates these different photodiodes structures.
For each of these shapes, the active area (displayed in grey
dots) and the interelement isolation area with external connections (filled in grey) are represented. In the following of this
paper, we use the term “Active layer surfaces” (Als) when
talking about the active area of the photodiode and the term
“Connection layers surfaces” (Cls) for the connections of the
photodiodes. We can note that for each photodiode shape, the
Cls has a the same width called β whereas each shape has
its own dimension: the side a for the square photodiode, the
side b for the cross photodiode and the side c of the internal
square of the octagonal photodiode.
Based on these parameters, we can easily define the Cls and
Als mathematical expressions by the following equations:
Als = a2
Cls = 4β(β + a)

(9)

Als = 5b2 , b = √a5
Cls = 12β(β + √a5 )

(10)

square shape : {

cross shape : {

A. Photodiode Structure
As previously described in the section II, each pixel of our
chip includes a photodiode and a processing unit dedicated to

octagonal shape : {

Als = 7c2 , c = √a7
√
Cls = 4β(1 + 2)(β +

√a )
7

(11)
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2) The depletion region is more efficient at the edges of
the photodiode,
3) This shape, based on 45◦ structures, is technologically
realizable by the founder.
Experimental data and detailed characterization of the different photodiodes strenghten our choice. The spectral responses of the square shape and the octagonal shape are
shown in Fig. 10. The measurement of spectral responses was
performed by using an instrument of light generator with its
wavelength from 400 nm to 1100 nm. The octagonal structure
has better better performances than the square shape for all
the wavelengthes.

Fig. 8.

Photodiode Layout Rules

According to the Fig. 8, the design rules of the AMSCMOS 0.35 µm process lead to a minimal value of β=2.45µm.
Starting from this result, we can plot comparative graphs of
Cls for the three photodiodes shapes, as shown on the Fig. 9.

Fig. 10. Spectral responses in the photodiode structures of type square, and
type octagonal

From the above measurement results, the photodiode structure of type octagonal was choosen as photodetector of our
chip. The figure 11 illustrates the arrangement of pixels and
the computation of spatial gradients in this configuration, as
described previously in this paper.

Fig. 9. Cls for the three different shapes expressed as a function of the side
a of the square photodiode

In our design, we have fixed the fill factor (i.e. the ratio
between the active area and the total pixel area) to 25% with
a total pixel size of 35µm × 35µm. So, the values of Als and
a can be easily infered: Als = 306.25µm2 and a = 17.5µm.
From the Fig. 9, we can see (1) that the cross shape appears to
be not realistic because of the important value of Cls (Cls =
295µm2 ) and (2) that the square and the octagonal shapes have
similar values (respectively 191µm2 and 173µm2 ). Finally, the
octagonal shape was choosen because of three main properties:
1) The surface dedicated to the interconnections is about
12% lower compared to a square shape,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) Array of pixel based on octagonal photodiodes, (b) Evaluation
of spatial gradients

B. Pixel-level Analog Memory, Amplifier and Multiplexer
To increase the algorithmic possibilities of the architecture,
the key point is the separation of the acquisition of the light
inside the photodiode and the readout of the stored value
at pixel-level [36]. So, the storage element should keep the
output voltage of the previous frames whereas the sensors
integrates photocurrent of a new frame. So, for each pixel
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of our chip, we have designed and implemented two specific
circuits, including an analog memory, an amplifier and a
multiplexor as shown in Fig. 13.
With these circuits called [AM]2 (Analog Memory, Amplifier and Multiplexer), the capture sequence can be made
in the first memory in parallel with a readout sequence and/or
processing sequence of the previous image stored in the second
memory, as shown in the Fig. 12.

6

(i.e. the half power supply voltage). Behind this first stage
of acquisition, two identical subcircuits take place. One of
these subcircuits is selected when either the “store1” signal or
the “store2” signal is turned on. Then, the associated analog
switch is open allowing the capacitor to store the pixel value.
Consequently, the CAM capacitors are able to store, during
the frame capture, the pixel values, either from the switch 1 or
the switch 2. Each of the capacitors is followed by an inverter,
polarized on VDD /2. This inverter serves as an amplifier of
the stored value. It provides a value which is proportional to
the pixel incidental illumination. Finally, the readout of the
stored values are activated by a last switch controled by the
“read1” or “read2” signals.
C. Pixel-level Analog Arithmetic Unit: A2 U

Fig. 12.

Parallelism between capture sequence and readout sequence

Such a strategy has several advantages:
1) The framerate can be increased (up to 2x) without
reducing the exposure time.
2) The image acquisition is decorrelated from image processing, implying that the architecture performances are
always the highest, and the framerate of processing is
maximum,
3) A new image is always available without spending any
integration time.

The analog arithmetic unit (A2 U) represents the central part
of the pixel and includes four multipliers (called M1, M2, M3
and M4), as illustrated on the Fig. 14. The four multipliers are
all interconnected with a diode-connected load (i.e., a NMOS
transistor with gate connected to drain). The operation result
at the “node” point is a linear combination of the four adjacent
pixels.

(a) Overall architecture

(b) Multiplier schematic
Fig. 14.

Fig. 13.

Schematic of the [AM]2 structure

The chip operates at a single 3.3 V power supply. In each
pixel, as shown in Fig. 13, the photosensor is a NMOS
photodiode associated with a PMOS transistor reset, which
represents the first stage of the acquisition circuit. The pixel
array is held in a reset state until the “init” signal goes
high. Then, the photodiode discharges according to incidental
luminous flow. This signal is polarized around of VDD /2

(c) Transistor sizes in µm

The A2 U structure

The Fig. 15 shows the experimental results of this multiplier
structure with cosine signals as inputs:
coefi = A.cos(2πf1 ) with f1 = 2.5kHz
Vi = B.cos(2πf2 ) with f2 = 20kHz

(12)
(13)

In this case, the output Node value can be written as
following:
N ode =

A.B
[cos(2π(f2 − f1 )) + cos(2π(f2 + f1 ))] (14)
2
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The signal’s spectrum, represented on the figure 15(b) contains
two main frequencies (17.5 kHz and 22.5 kHz) around the
carrier frequency. The residues which appear in the spectrum
are known as “inter-modulations products”. They are mainly
due to the nonlinearity of the structure (around 10 kHz and
30 kHz) and the defects input pads insulation (at 40 kHz).
However, the amplitude of these inter modulations products
are significantly lower than the two main frequencies.

Fig. 16.

(a) Multiplication of cosine signals

Layout of four pixels

The Fig. 17 describes the experimental results of successive
acquisitions and signal processing in a individual pixel. Each
acquisition occurs when one of the two signals “read 1” or
“read 2” goes high. For each of these acquisitions, various
levels of illumination are applied. The two outputs (“out 1”
and “out 2”) give a voltage corresponding to the incidental
illumination on the pixels. The calibration of the structure
is ensured by the biasing (V bias = 1, 35V ). Moreover, in
this characterization, the output called “node” computes the
difference between “out 1” and “out2”. For this purpose,
the coefficients are fixed at the following values: coef 1 =
−coef 2 = VDD and coef 3 = coef 4 = VDD /2.

(b) Frequency spectrum of the result of multiplication
Fig. 15.

Benchmark of the four-quadrant multiplier

Furthermore, in order to obtain the best linearity of the
multiplier, the amplitude of the signal Vi has been limited
to a range of 0.6-2.6 V in our benchmarks. In the real chip,
the signal Vi corresponds to the voltage coming from the pixel
and can be easily included in this range.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The layout of a 2x2 pixel block is depicted on the Fig. 16.
This layout is symmetrically built in order to reduce the fixed
pattern noise among the four pixels and to ensure uniform
spatial sampling.
An experimental 64×64 pixel image sensor has been developed in a 0.35µm, 3.3 V, standard CMOS process with
poly-poly capacitors. This prototype has been sent to foundry
at the beginning of 2006 and was available at the end of the
third quarter of the year.

Fig. 17.

High speed sequence capture with basic image processing

MOS transistors operate in sub-threshold region. There is
no energy spent for transferring information from one level
of processing to another level. According to the experimental
results, the voltage gain of the amplifier stage of the two
[AM]2 is Av = 12 and the disparities on the output levels
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(a)
Fig. 18.

8

(b)

(a) Block diagram of the hardware platform, (b) Prototyping embedded platform including FPGA board, interface ADC and CMOS sensor

are about 4.3 %.
The hardware part of the imaging system contains a one
million Gates Spartan-3 FPGA board with 32MB SDRAM
embedded. This FPGA board is the XSA-3S1000 from XESS
Corporation. An interface acquisition circuit includes three
ADC AD9048, high speed amplifiers LM6171 and others
elements. The figure 18 shows the schematic and some pictures
of the experimental platform.
Table II summarizes the imaging system characterization
results.
TABLE II
C HIP MEASUREMENTS
Conversion gain

Experimental chip reveals that raw images acquisition at
10 000 frames per second can be easily achieved using the
parallel A2 U implemented at pixel level. With basic image
processing, the maximal frame rate slows to reach about
5 000 fps.
The next step in our research will be the design of a similat
circuit in a modern 130nm CMOS technology. The main
objective will be to design a pixel of less than 10 µm x 10 µm.
In the same time, we will focus on the development of a fast
analog to digital converter (ADC). The integration of this ADC
on future chips will allow us to provide new and sophisticated
vision systems on chip dedicated to digital embedded image
processing at thousands of frames per second.

14 µV/e− rms

Sensitivity

0.15 V/lux.s

Fixed Pattern Noise retina (FPN), dark

225 µV rms

Thermal reset noise

68 µV rms

Output levels disparities

4.3%

Voltage gain of the amplifier stage

12

Linear flux

98.5%

Fig. 19 shows experimental image results. First, the Fig.
19(a) shows an image acquired from a 10 000 frames/s (integration time of 1 ms). Except amplification of the photodiodes
signal, no other processing is performed on this raw image.
Fig. 19(b) to Fig 19(d) show different images with pixel-level
image processing at frame rate of about 5 000 frames/s. From
left to right, horizontal and vertical Sobel filter and Laplacian
operator images are displayed.
VI. C ONCLUSION
An experimental pixel sensor implemented in a standard digital CMOS 0.35µm process was described. Each
35µm×35µm pixel contains 38 transistors implementing a
circuit with photo-current integration, two [AM]2 (Analog
Memory, Amplifier and Multiplexer), and a A2 U (Analog
Arithmetic Unit).
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